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GEOMETRIC-COMBINATORIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONES
J. CEL
Abstract. It is shown for a proper  closed locally  compact subset  S of a rea1  normed linear
space X that kerRS  = n{cl  affBF  : z t  regS},  where kert+S  is  the R-kernel of S, regS  denotes
the set of regular  points of S and B! = {s E S : z is R-visible from s via S}. Furthermore, it
is shown for a closed connected nonconvex subset  S of X that  kerxS  = n{convBF : z E D},
where D is  a relat ively open subset  o f  S  containing the  set  1ncS  of  loca1 nonconvexi ty  points  of
S. If  X is  a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth  rea1  Banach space, then thejrst  ofthese
formulae is shown to hold with the set sphS  of spherical  points of  S in piace  of regS,  and
the second  one  for a closed connected nonconvex set S. For a  connected subset  S of a rea1
topologica1 l inear  space L wi th  nonempty  slncS,  the set  of  strong  loca1 nonconvexity  points
of S, it is  shown that  n{  affAF”  : z E slncS}  c  qkerRoS,  where qkerR0.S  is the quasi-Ro-kernel
of S and AFo  = {s  E clS : z is clearly Ro-visible  from s via S}, and that the equality  holds
provided,  in  addi t ion,  S  is  open. In conjunction  w i th  an  in j ìn i te-dimensiona1 version  qf  Helly  ‘s
theorem~forjats, these  intersection formulae  generate Krusnosel  ‘skii-type  charucterizations
of cones and quasi-cones. Al1  this parallels  the research done  recently by the author far
starshuped  and quasi -s tarshaped se ts .
1.  INTRODUCTION
We star t  with some defini t ions and terminology.  Let  S be a nonempty set  in a rea1 topologica1
linear space L. For points y and x in clS,  y is visible from x via S if and only if the open line
segment (x, y) lies in S. S is starshuped  if and only if every point of S is visible via S from a
common point  q of S, and the set  of al1 such points  q i s  called the kernel of S and denoted by
kerS.  S is a cone  if it is the union of a nonempty set of closed halflines having the common
endpoint  called the apex of the cone  and the set  of al1 such apices,  denoted by kerRS,  i s  called
the R-kernel of S. For distinct points x and y in cl&  y is R-visible (Ro-visible)  from x via S
if and only if there  is in S a closed halfline R(x,  y) (an open halfline R”(x,  y)) emanating from
x through y. We extend these  definitions to the case when y and x coincide and require then
that S contain  some closed (open) halfline emanating from x. Similarly, y in clS is clearly
R-visible (clearly Ro-visible)  via S from x in clS if and only if there  is some neighbourhood
N of y such that each  point of S n N is R-visible (Ro-visible)  from x via S. Following [ 111, a
nonempty set S in L is said to be quasi-starshaped if and only if there  is some point q in clS
such that the subset  of points of S visible via S from q is everywhere dense in S and contains
intS,  and the set of al1 such points q  is called the quasi-kernel of S and denoted by qkerS.
Furthermore, S is called a quasi-cone  if and only if there  is some point q in clS such that the
set of points of S which are Ro-visible  via S from q is everywhere dense in S and contains
intS,  and the set of al1 such points q is called the quasi-Ra-kernel  of S and denoted by qker,oS.
It is easily seen that for any S in L, ker$S c  qker,oS C qkerS  and ker,S  #  ~3,  qkerRoS  #  @
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are flats  in L, for S f L, contained  in bdryS.  Moreover, if S is closed, then kerRS  = qkerKoS.
Following [22, Def. 4.21,  a point s  in clS is said to be a point  of break loca1  convexity  (wlc
point) of S if and only if there  is some neighbourhood N of s  such that for each  pair of points
x,y  in S il N, the closed line  segment [x, y] lies in S. If S fails to be weakly locally convex
at ~7  in clS,  then L/ is called a point of strong loc~l  nonconvexity  (slnc  point) of S. Moreover
[22,  Def. 4.31, a point s  in clS  is  said to be a point  c$stmng  locnl  convexity  (SIC  point) of S if
and only if S n N is convex for some neighbourhood N of s.  If S fails  to be strongly locally
convex at 4 in cl&  then q is called apoint  c$mi/d loca1  nonconvexit~  (mlnc point) of S. wlcS,
slncS,  slcS  and mlncS will denote  sets of wlc, slnc, sic  and mlnc points of S, respectively.
By [22,  Th. IS],  intS  & wlcS and shrcS  C bdryS.  If H is a subset  of L, then a point s  in
cl(S n H) is called an H-dc  (H-slnc)  point of S if and only if S f’ H is weakly locally convex
(strongly locally nonconvex) at s. For L locally convex, wlcS = slcS  and slncS  = mlncS
are called for simplicity the sets of loca1  convexity  pints  (IC  points) and loca1  nonconvexit~
points  (lnc points) of S, and denoted by ICS  and lncS,  respectively. A point s  in S is called a
regulnu  point (reg point) [22,  Def. 6.41  or a cone  point of S [ 141  if and only if there  exists a
closed halfspace in L which has s  in its bounding closed hyperplane and contains all points
visible from s via S. A rea1 normed linear space X is said to be .smooth  if its closed unit
hall  is smooth [22,  Def. 7.51.  X is said to be un{fhwz/y  convex if for each  0 < E 5 2 there
exists&>Osuchthat  1 -  /I  $(x+y)  l/>  6  hw enever 11 x l/=I/  y I(=  1 and 11 x-y II>  c,  and
un~fimn1y  smootlz  if for each  c > 0 there  exists TJ  > 0 such that 1~ /I  4(x + y) /I  5 c I/  x - J I/
whenever 11 x Il=11  y  II=  1 and /I  x - y /I<  n.  If X is smooth, then, following 131,  [4]  and
[9],  a point s  is called a spher-id point (sph point) of S if and only if there  exists in the
complement of S, - S, some open hall  with s  lying on its boundary. regS  and sphS  will denote
sets of al1 reg and sph points of S, respectively. By the dimension (codimension) of a subset
A of L, we mean the dimension (codimension) of affA,  the affine hull of A. (xy), (qz), (xJ);
and (x&, will represent respectively: a straight line  determined by two distinct points x, y, a
two-dimensiona1 f lat  determined by three noncoll inear points  x,  y1 z, a  two-dimensiona1 closed
half-flat determined by (xy)  and containing z $! (xy) and a closed halfspace in aff{x,  y, z, U}
determined by (xq’z) and containing LI @  (xyz).  For 7 in S 2 L, we denote  S; = {s  E S : z
is visible from s via S} and Rx = {s E S : z is R-visible from s via S}, and for z in clS,
Ar  = {s  E S : z is clearly R-visible from s via S} and ARo = {s  E clS : z is clearly Ro-visible
from s via S}. Observe that Br C S; and AY 2 A!‘.
A centra1 theorem of combinatoria1 geometry due to Krasnosel’skii ] 191, [ 12, E2], [22,  Th.
6.171  states that a compact subset  S of R” is starshaped, Le.  kerS #  0 or dim kerS > 0 if and
only if every d + 1 boundary points of S are visible via straight line  segments  from a common
point in S. Since  its discovery in 1946, various relative5  and generalizations of this criterion
have  been investigated in detail by many authors (cf. [2],  [ 12, E2], [X], [20]). Recently, making
use of closed halflines in piace  of line segments,  the author has extended Krasnosel’skii’s
theorem to cones  in R” [3]-[7] and exhibited a geometrie  similarity between cones  and
starshaped sets (cf. [7]  and ]8]). In the present paper, we investigate various geometrie and
combinatoria1 characterizat ions involving boundary points  and loca1 nonconvexity points  for
cones  in topologica1 l inear  spaces.  This parallels a research done  very recently for starshaped
sets [8]-[  1 11.  The geometrie characteristics of cones  are representations of kerKS  (qkerRoS)
in the form of intersections of affine hulls  of R-visibility (clear Ro-visibility) sets of gelected
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boundary points of S. Two such formulae have  been previously established in [7].  The
desired combinatoria1 characterizations of the codimension of ker,$  or qker,oS follow then
immediately from Helly’s theorem for flats. The reader  is referred to [3]-[ 1 l] for details
concerning notation  and terminology.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We collect here severa1 lemmas useful in proofs of the main theorems in the next  sect ions.
The first of them is a variation of Helly’s theorem for flats.
Lemma 2.1 A nonempty family C  of jats  in a linear space has a nonempty intersection
of codimension at most c, where 0 < g = max,,~{codimg}  < c < 00,  if and only  (f every
subfamily of c - g + 2 orfewer members of C  has a nonempty intersection of codimension at
most c.
Proof. We establish the sufficiency of the condition. Fix thus an integer c and let go  E C
be such that codimgo = g. We proceed by induction on g. First let g = c. For every
g E C, the imposed intersection condition implies c = codimgo < codim(go  n g) < c, whence
g. = goms0i70  = neEB g and, in consequence, codimnaEg  g = codimgu  = c, as required.
Let further c > 1. Assume the truth for al1 numbers greater than g > 1 and consider  the given
family C satisfying the intersection condition. Define  a family C’ = {go n g : g E C}  and
a number g’ = maxBfEB t { codimg’}. Of course  g’ 2 g and the imposed condition implies
g’ < c.  If g’ = g,  then the inequalities g’ 2 codim(go  n g) > codimgo = g imply go  = gu  n g
for any g E C, whence codimn,,,  g = codimg 0 - g 5 c, as required. If g’ > g,  then, by
assumption about C, every subfamily of c - g + 1 or fewer members of C’ has a nonempty
intersection of codimension at most c and c - g + 1 2 c - g’ + 2 SO that, by the induction
hypothesis ,  codimn,,g g = codimnt,,EG,  g’ 5 c which proves the assertion for g.
Lemma 2.2. Let S be a closed  locally compact subset  of a rea1  normed linear space X and
p, s distinct points in X, s E  S. If s is a relative boundary point of S n R(p,  s),  then in every
neighbourhood of  s there  is  a  regular  point  z of  S such that  p $ cl affBf .
Proof. By assumption, there  exists a number y > 0 such that Sf’  clB(s,  E) is compact for al1
0 < E 5 y. We fix such E: > 0 arbitrarily and assume that p is the origin of X. The subspace
Y = cl aff((SnclB(s,  E))  u {p})IS compactly generated, SO that arguing as in [9,  Lemma 2.21,
it  can be smoothly renormed.
Suppose first that s  is a relative boundary point of S n [p,s]. As in [9,  Lemma 2.31,
we produce then in Y an open v-ball  By(hos,v)  with respect to a new smooth norm with
the closure contained  in B(s,  5) and with 0 <Y < 5 disjoint from S and such that z E Sn
clBr(hg~,  Y) #  .@  and the unique closed  hyperplane h  in Y supporting By(hgs,  V)  at z does not
contain  p. However, the smoothness of B&s,  v) at z implies easily that cl aff(Y n BF)  c  6,
SO that p @  cl aff(Y n Bf).  On the other hand, easily BZ  C SI C Y, SO that p $! cl affBf. By the
Hahn-Banach theorem [ 18, §17.6.( l)], there  is in X a closed  hyperplane fi containing h  and
SZ lies in this closed  halfspace determined by 3 in X which does not contain  p,  SO that z E
regS,  and the proof in this case is fmished.
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Now suppose that s  is a relative boundary point of S n R(p,  s) N [p,  s) and let E’ > 0
be a number for which B~(s,  E’) c  B(s,  e). Hence, there  is a point u  E B~(s,  e’)n  -
sn(R@,s)  N [p,  s])  and a number 6 > 0 such that clBr(~,  6) C Br@,  E’) - S. Fix a
point po  E @,  s) n B~(s,  E’). Since Sn clBy(s,  E’) is compact and s  E (Pt], u),  there  exists a
largest 0 < ha  < 1 such that the closure of Br@0  + Ao(u  - PO), A&),  the homothetic image
of BY(u,  6) with respect to po,  intersects S. Let z belong to this intersection. Then if
c  = UXo~X<l Br(pa + A(u  -PO),  Ae6)  C- S,  then z belongs to the boundary of  C and let  $ be
a closed hyperplane in X not  containing (JU)  and support ing C,  and also BY~O+ho(~-~~),  ho6)
at Z. The smoothness of Y implies easily that fi n R(p,  s) c  Bo,  u),  and that cl affBl  c  3.
Consequently, p $! cl affBe  and z E B(s,  e). The Hahn-Banach theorem implies that z E regS
and the argument  is  f inished.
Lemma 2.3. Let S be a closed subset  of a  rea1  Bnnnch  space X which is  uniformly  convex
und uniformly smooth, and p, s distinct points in X,  s E  S. If s is  n  relative boundary point of
S n R(p,  s),  then in every  neighbourhood of S there  is n  sphericnl  point z of S such that p $!
cl affBl.
Proof. Select in X an arbitrarily small open u-ball B(s,  u)  centered at s  and assume for
simplicity that p is the origin in X.
Let first s  be a relative boundary point of S n [p, s]. Then the argument in [9,  Lemma 2.51
produces  an open ball B(x,  jl z - x 11) CN S with x close  enough to [p, s] such that p and x lie
in the same  open halfspace determined by the closed hyperplane 4; supporting B(x,  II  z - x 11)
at Z. The smoothness of X implies that cl affBr c  +QZ,  whence p @  cl affBr, as desired.
Now suppose that  s  is  a  relat ive boundary point  of  SnR@, J)  N [p, s).  Hence, there  i s  a  point
uEB(s,CL)n~Sn(R~,s)-[p,  )> ds a n a number 6 > 0 such that clB(u, 6) C B(s,  p)  - S.
Fix a point po  E (p,  s) n B(s,  CL).  Since s  E (Yo, u),  there  exists a smallest 0 < ho  < 1 such
that S f?  B((1  - h)po  + hu,M)  = D for al1 Aa  5 h < 1, where B((1  ~ A)po  + Au,  h6)  is the
homothetic image of B(u,  6) with respect to po.  As in [ 14, Th.] and [9,  Lemma 2.51, for
any nonzero  y E X let ,fL denote  the linear functional of norm one  which supports the ball
B(o,  II  y II)  at y. Thenf,(y)  =II  y /)  and the hyperplane supporting B(x,  II  z - x II)  at z is
given  by 8: = x +&Ix(lj  z - x II).  By construction, for any 0 < A < AO  close  enough to AO,
we have  S n B(( 1 ~ h)po  + Au, A6) #  D’.  Since X is uniformly convex, [21, Cor.] (cf. [ 13,
Th.]) implies that for any fixed 8 > 0 we can find a point x with II  x - (( 1 - A)po  + Au) II  <  8
such that  x has the nearest  point  z in  S .  By choosing 0 small  enough, we can also assume that
II  Z-((1  -h)po+Au)  II  <Ab. Since II  ~((1 -ho)po+Aou)  [I  > AO6  and II  ~((1 -h)po+hu)  II
< h6  is equivalent to II  z + (AO  - h)(u  - po)  - (( 1 - Aa)~o  + hou)  II  < A6  <ho&,  we have
I /  (z+Al(u-Po))-((1-Ao)po+A~u)  II=  h&forsomeO<A1  <AO-A,i.e.  w = z+ht(u-po)  E
bdryB((1  - ho)po  + Aou,Ad).
Furthermore, let B(o,  X) be the homothetic image of B(u,  6) with respect to ~0,  where X  =
6 Il PO Il / Il u -PO Il. Th e smoothness  of  X implies  that  B(o,  X) and B(( 1 - Ao)po  +  Aou,  ho6)
lie in the different open halfspaces determined by the hyperplane fi,, = (1 - ho)po + hou +
~~!((l-X,~)p”+Xou)(h06)’~0 that infllll~&-((l -Xo),lo+Xort)(t)
Lfw-K-x,lP"+x"u) (Po>  2 Ao6  +.L((l  -x(,)p()+x(p) ((1 - ho)po  + Aou).  But
i”flltllIxfw-((l-X”)Po+X”u)(t)  = - suPlltlllxv~-((l~x”)~“+~,,~) (t)l  = -X,  SO that
-x 2 Ao6  +fw-((l-x,,)~«+x"u>((l  - Ao)Po  + hou).
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Finally, since  X is smooth, z E sphS  and cl affBf c  BZ. Ifp @  BZ, then we are done,  assume
the contrary,  i.e. 3: passes  through the origin  for every point z arising in the way described
above.  This means that o  E x +&;h(ll z - x II), i.e. 0 =II  z - x (/  -tj&(x). Since X is
uniformly smooth, it is uniformly strongly differentiable [ 18, $26.10.(6)],  SO that for A + ho
and 8 + 0, implying z + w and x --)  (1 - ho)po  + hgu,  0 =I(  z - x II  +fz-X(x)  becomes
arbitrarily close to h$5  +~~~,-((,-x,,)~~+x,~~,)((  1 - &~)p~~  + Aau)  5 -CL, a contradiction finishing
the argument.
Lemma 2.4. Let S be a  closed connected nonconvex und locally  compact subset  of a rea1
normed l inear space or CI  closed connected nonconvex subset  qf  n rea1  Banach space which
ìs  umformly convex und uniformly smooth. Let x E  nrE7 cl affBq,  where T is the set of al1
regular  or sphericnl,  respectively, points of S in a relatively open subset  D of S containing
lncS,  nnd let [a, b] 2  S. Ifpoints  x, n, bare noncollinenn  then there  exists a number 6 > 0 such
that  sf-  conW(x,  0)  u W, b))  n U, E,n,,J, B(y,  6) consists  exclusively of  conv(R(x, a) U R(x,  6))
-IC  points of S. Hence,  if in addition, [u, a] U [a, v] 2  S for some points u  E  [x, a]  and
v E  R(x,  a)  - [x, a), then conv([u,  v] U [a,  b]) c  S.
Proof. By Tietze’s theorem [22, Th. 4.41,lncS  is  nonempty.  Suppose,  to  reach  a contradict ion,
that no such 6 > 0 exists. Since the segment [n,  b] is compact and the set of conv(R(x, a)  U
R(x,  b))-lnc points of S is closed, there  must be a conv(R(x, a) U R(x,  b))-lnc point y  of S in
[a,  b]. Obviously, y E 1ncS  & D, SO that there  exists a number c > 0 such that B(y,  E) c  D and
x +Z clB(y,  E). Since y is a conv(R(x, a) U R(x,  b))-lnc point of S, there  exist points r, s E Sn
conv(R(x, a) U R(x,  6))  n B(y,  E) such that [r, s] g  S and additionally, R(x,  r) f’ [a, b] c  B(y,  E)
and R(x,  s) n [a,  b] C B(y,  E). Select points t E [r, s] N S and t. E R(x,  t) n [a, b]. Let
w be a point of S lying on [to,  t] as  close as possible to t.  Then w is a relative boundary
point of S n R(x,  t),  SO that Lemma 2.2 or Lemma 2.3 implies that there  exists in B(y,  E)  a
regular or spherical, respectively, point z of S for which x @  cl affBf,  a contradiction. This
establishes the first  assertion. Now suppose that [u, a]  U la, v] C S for some points u  E [x, a]
and  v  E R(x,a) - [x, a). Define  a set P = {d E [u, v] : conv{d, a,  b} C S}. It follows
easily from the first part of the proof above  and [9,Lemma  2.71  that P is relatively open
in [u, v]. By closedness of S, it is also relatively closed in Fu,  v], whence P E [u, v], i.e.
conv([u,  v] U [n,  b]) C: S, as  required.
Lemma 2.5. Let S be CI  nonempty subset  of a  rea1  topologica1 linear space L. For distinct
points x and p in clS,  (f p is any limit point of the nonempty  ìntersection wlcS n R”(x,  p)  and
ìs  clenrly  Ro-vìsible  from x via S, then it is  n  wlc point of S.
Proof. The result is simply a reformulation of [7,Lemma  2.21  for R- visibility and its proof is
therefore omitted.
Lemma 2.6. Let S be n  nonempty subset  of a rea1  topologica1 linear space L. Lf the point
q E  slncS  ìs  clearly Ro-visìble  via S from every poìnt of ajnite  subset  K #  {q} of clS,  then
q E re1 int(slncSfl aff(K U {q})). A parallel  statement holds wìth clear  R-vìsibilìty in piace  of
clear  Ro-visibility
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Proof. The argument, included  for completeness, is the same  for both kinds of visibility. We
apply the induction on dim(KU {q}) = m. The case 172 = 1 follows immediately from Lemma
2.5. Assume the truth for al1 sets K’ C clS with dim(K’ U {q}) = m - 1 > 1 and consider
a set K c clS such that dim(K U {q}) = m. There  exist in K points x1, . . ,x,,,  such that
dim{q,xi,  . . . ,x1,} = m. Observe that points q,xl,  . . . ,x,,,  are pairwise distinct and affinely
independent, SO that dim{q,xi  , . . . ,x,-i} = m - 1 with x,, 6 aff{q,xi  ,..., x,-i}. By
the induct ion hypothesis  for  the set  (x1, .  .  . ,x,,,-i},  q E re1 int(slncSn aff{q,xi,  . ,x ,,,- i}).
Since dim(K U {q}) = m, we have  aff(q,xi, . . . ,x,,,} E aff(K U (4)). By [22, Th. 1.81,
identify aff{q, x1, . . . ,x,,,} in the topology induced from L wi th  Rm and select a relatively open
ball B in aff(K U {q}) centered at q such that x,, 6 clB,  6,  = Bn  aff{q,xi  , . . . ,x,-i } c  slncS
and each  point of S n B is clearly Ro-visible  from x,, via S. Lemma 2.5 and the closedness
of slncS  in clS imply easily that B n U,,,- R(x,,  , p) contains a relat ive neighbourhood of q in
aff(K U {q}), whence q E re1 int(slncSn aff(K U {q})), as required.
Lemma 2.7. Let S be a nonempty subset  of a rea1  topologica1 linear space L, z E  clS and x E
affAf  ’ - {z} # 0. Zfz  E s or z is  a limit  point of the nonempty intersection S n R’(x, z),
then z E relint(S n R’(x,z)).  The same  holdsforx E affAf  N {z}  #  @‘.
Proof. Since Ae C At” , it is enough to justify the first assertion. Let x E affAF’,  x #  z. By [7,
Lemma 2.11,  there  is a smallest subset  of n  + 1 affinely independent points ui , . . . , u,,+  i in Afo
such thatx E aff{ui,.  . . , u,+i}.  If n = 0, thenx = ui, whence R’(x, z) c  S and we are done.
Hence,nz  landxe {ui,... , u,+i}.  If n = 1,  then, in view of x E (ui~), a simple planar
argument reveals that z E re1 int(S f’ R”(x,  z)) and we are done,  SO let n  > 2 in the sequel.
By [22, Th. 1.81, we identify aff{ui,.  . . , u,,+i  , z}  in the topology induced from L with R” or
Rn+‘,  depending on whether or not z E aff{ CII,  . , u,+i  }. Let i? be a full-dimensiona1 closed
ball in aff{ui , . . . , u,+i  , z}  centered at z such that each  point of S n i? is clearly R” -visible
fromui,..., u,+i  via S and x @  B. Now if v E S n B n R’(x, z),  then the induttive argument
of [3,  Lemma 2.81  or Lemma 2.6 shows that v E re1 int(Sn aff{ui , . . . , u,+i  , z}), whence v E
re1 int(S n R”(x,  z)), i.e. S is relatively open in B n R”(x,  z).  On the other hand, if (v’,  v”) is
a nonempty open segment in S n B n R”(x,  z),  then the argument in [4,  p. 3661  reveals that
[v’, v”] C S n B n R”(x,  2). Consequently, B n R”(x,  z) C S, as desired.
Lemma 2.8. Let S be a subset  of a reaE  topologica1 linear space L with slncS  nonempty,
x E  nzEslncS  affAf”  and [a, b] C: S. !f points x, a, b are noncollinear;  then [a, b] consists
exclusively of conv(R(x, a) U R(x,  b)) - lcpoints of S. I’ moreove<  [u, a] U [a, v] c  Sjior  some
points u  E  [x, a] and v E  R(x,  a) N  [x, a),  then conv((u,  v) U [a, b)) c  S.
Proof. Suppose that there  is in [a, b] a conv(R(x, a) U R(x,  b)) -1nc  point y of S. Obviously,
y  E slncS,  S O that x E affA;’,x #  y. By [7,  Lemma 2.11, there  is a smallest subset
(4,. . . , u,,+i  } of affinely independent points in AFo  such that x E aff{ ui  , . . . , u,+i }. Let N
be a neighbourhood of y in L such that each  point of S n N is clearly R” -visible via S from
points u,(i  = 1,  . . . ,n+l).  Hence,foreverypointzinSnNwehavexEaff{ul,...,u,~+,}  2
affAF”. By [22, Th. 1.81, identify aff{x,  a, b} in the topology induced from L with R* and
select a relatively open ball B c N in aff{x,  a, 6)  centered at y such that x +Y!  clB.  A simple
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application of Lemma 2.7 yields BnUtEBn,o,h, R(x,  t) c  S, whence y  is a conv(R(x,  a)UR(x,  6))
-IC point  of  S,  a contradict ion which establ ishes the f i rs t  s tatement .
Now, let in addition  [u,  n] U [a, v] 2 S for some points u  E [x, a]  and v E R(x,  a)  N [x, a).
Define  a set T = {t  E [u,  v] : conv((t,u] U [a,  b)) c  S}. Since a E T, T is nonempty. It
is immediate that T is closed in [u,  v] and it remains to show that T is open in [u,  v].  TO fix
attention, suppose that t E (u,  a]  #  ~3.  The argument as  in the first statement above  shows
that [t, b] consists  exclusively of conv(R(.w,  a)UR(x, h))  -IC points of S. Since [t, b] is compact,
there  must exist a point t’  E [u,  t) such that no conv(R(x, a)  U R(x,  h)) -1nc  point of S lies
in conv(t’, t, 6) - [t’,b]. Thus, by [lO,Lemma  2.21, conv{t’, t,b} N (t’,b) c S implying
(t’, u] c  T. Consequently T is open in [u,  v],  SO that T E [u, v], i.e.  conv((u,  v) U [a,  h)) c S,
as  required.
Lemma 2.9. Let  S be CI  proper  suhset  of R”. If q E bdryS is clearly R” -visible  via S from a
d- elernent set (x1,  . , xd}  c  clS of afjnely”independentpoints,  then q E aff{xl  , . . . , xd}.
Proof. The statement is simply a reformulation of [5,  Lemma 21  for clear R-visibility and its
proof is  therefore omitted.
Lemma 2.10. If S is  a connected set in R”(d  > 2) with  1ncS  nonempty, then g =
max,,l,,s{codimA~‘}  > 2.
Proof. By Lemma 2.9, codimA!’ > 1 for al1 z E 1ncS.  Assume, to reach  a contradiction,
that codimAR’  = 1 for al1 z E l&S. Fix any point z E 1ncS.  By assumption, it is clearly R”
-visible via S from some affinely independent points x1, . . . , xd in clS.  By Lemma 2.9, z E
aff{x,  , . . ,.Q}. Let B, be an open hall  in Rd centered at z such that each  point of S n B;
is clearly Ro -visible  via S from x1, . . . ,xd. By Lemma 2.9, there  are no boundary points
of S in HI  U HZ,  where Hl and H2 are open halfballs in B7  N aff{xl,  . . . ,xd}. If some
Hf(i  = 1,2) contains a point of S, then H;n bdryS = .@  implies Hi c S. Besides, Lemma
2.9 applied to aff{xl  , . . . ,x,,} in piace  of R” implies that there  are no relative boundary points
of S in B,f’  aff{x,,  . . . ,Q}.  Hence,  if B,n  aff{x,,  . . . ,xd} contains a point of S, then B;~I
aff{xl,  . . . , xd}  c  S. But z E lncS,  i.e. there  are points Y, s  of S in BZ  = Hl  U Hl U (BJ
aff{x,,  . . . ,x,,})  such that [r, s] 9 S, which by what has just been established, can happen
only when one  of points r, s  lies in Hl  while the other in Hz, whence Hl  U Hz  c S and BZn
aff{xl,  . . . ,xd>  2~ S. Now let us define  a subset  K of aff{xl  , . . . ,xd} as  follows. A point
q belongs to K if and only if q  E bdryS - S and for some open ball B, in Rd centered at
9, 4 - aff{xl,  . . . ,x(j)  C S and B,n  aff{xl,  . . . ,xd} CN S. Since z E K, K is nonempty.
Of course,  K is relatively open in aff{xl  , . . . ,xd}. Now suppose that a point u  E clK. Since
K c 1ncS  and 1ncS  is closed in bdryS, u  E lncS,  whence, by initial assumption, there  is in
clS a d- element set (~1,  . . . , y(l)  of affinely independent points from which u  is clearly R”
-visible via S. Let B, be an open ball in Rd centered at u  such that each  point of S n B, is
clearly Ro-  visible from ~1, . . . , y,~  via S. Since u  E clK, there  is in B,n  aff{xl,  . . . , xd} a point
w E K and an open ball B, in R”  centered at w such that B, - aff{xl  , . . . ,xd} C S. Let us
say that B,  c B,. If some of points ~1,. . . ,yd  lay beyond aff{xl,  . . ,xd}, then the clear R”
-visiblity of SnB,,  from it via S would imply w E S, a contradiction. Hence,  aff{x, , . , x,~}  z
aff{yl, . . , yd},  whence in the same  way as  at the beginning, B,,  - aff{xl  , . . . , xd} 2 S and
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B,n  aff{xi,.  . . ,xd} CN S, i.e.  u  E K. Hence,  K is a nonempty open-closed subset  of
aff{xt  , . , xd}, SO that K -aff{xt  , . . . , xd}.  Then however aff{xt  , . . . , xd} would separate S,
contradictory to the connectedness of S. Consequently, g = maxZ,t,,~{codimA~o}  > 2, as
desired.
Lemma 2.11. Let S be a set in Rd and, for noncollinear points a, b and q, let R”(a,  q) U
R’(b, q) c  S. If each  lnc  point of S is clearly R”-visible  via S from some point of (ab), then
conv(R’(a,  q) U R”(b,  q)) C  S.
Proof. An easy argument involving Lemma 2.5 reveals that R”(a,  q) and R”(b,  q) are com-
posed exclusively of (qab) -IC  points of S. Select arbitrarily points a’ E  R”(a,q)  and
b’ E R”(b,  q). Suppose that there  are (qab)-  lnc points of S in conv{q,  a’, 6’)  and let h be such
a point lying in conv{q,  a’, b’} as far as possible from (a’b’). By above,  h @  La’,  q] U [q, 6’1.
Next, let h’ be a (qab) -1nc  point of S lying in conv{q,  a’, b’} on the straight line o parallel to
(a’b’) and passing through h, h’ as close  as  possible  to  (aq). By a variant of Tietze’s theorem
[lo,  Cor. 2.31, conv((a”, q] U [q, 6”))  C  S, where {a”} = on  [a’, q), {b”} = (T  n [b’, q).  By
the imposed condition, h’ is clearly Ro-visible  via S from some point of (ab). Since  (h, u”]
consists  of (qab) -IC points too, the situation described in Lemma 2.5 arises and S fails to
be (qab) -1ocally  nonconvex at h’, a contradiction. Consequently, no (qab) - lnc points of S
are present in conv{q,  a’, b’}, whence [lo,  Cor. 2.31  implies conv((a’, q] U [q, b’)) C  S. An
arbitrary choice of a’, b’ implies the required inclusion conv(R’(a,  q) U R”(b,  q)) &  S.
Corollary 2.12. Let S be a set in Rd,  q its lnc  point, a and b distinct points in clS collinear
with q from which q is clearly R” -visible  via S. Then q is clearly R” -visible  via S from each
Pont  of la,  4)  U  [b, 4.
Proof. Let, e.g.,  a #  q and denote  by B4 a closed  nondegenerate ball in Rd  centered at q
such that a g  By and each  point of S n B4 is clearly R”  -visible via S from a and 6. For each
ZESflB, N (ab), by Lemma 2.6, z E re1 int(S n (zab))  and there  are no relative boundary
points of S in B,f’  re1 int(zab),,  whence B,fl  re1 int(zab),  c  S. Identify a with the origin and,
for v E [a, q),  denote  by $,  = Bci$$$$.  As easily seen, each  point of S n $r is clearly R”
-visible from v via S. This reveals that [a, q) C Afo  and the assertion is established.
3. GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS
The materia1 of  this  sect ion plays the key role in the paper. Geometrie  resul ts  below should
be compared  with their  analogues for starshaped sets  [SI-[  IO]  as  well  as  with those establ ished
previously for cones  [7,  Th. 3.11.
Theorem 3.1. Let S be a proper closed  locally compact subset  of a rea1  normed linear space
X. Then
ker,S  =  n  Bf =  n  convBt  =  n  ~1 affB9
zeegs ZEregS zEregS
Ij moreover;  S is closed,  connected and nonconvex, then
(1)
kerRS  = n  @ = n  convB:
ZED :tD
(2)
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where D is  u relatively open subset  of S contuiuing  1ncS.  Ij’X is  n rea1  Banach space which
is  uniformly  convex and  un<formly  smooth, then (1) holds with regS  replaced  by  sphSfor a
proper  closed set  S  und (2) holds,for  a  closed connected nonconvex set  S.
Proof. TO prove (1) select any point x E n;.,, cl affBf,  where W stands for regS  or sphS,
respectively, and any point s  t  S, s  #  x. It follows from Lemma 2.2 or Lemma 2.3 that in
any case S is relatively open in R(x,  s) c  S, i.e.  x E ker,+S.  Consequently, nl,, cl affBf c
kerRS.  Since the sequence  of inclusions  kerKS  c  n;,,  BZ  C: n,,, convBf  & nzEW  cl affBF
is clear,  the proof of (1) is finirhed.
TO prove (2) select any point x t n,,, convB! and any point s  E D, s  #  x. We claim
that R(x,s)  c  S. Hence, x E convBp  and, by Carathéodory’s theorem [22, Th. 1.211,
there  is a smallest subset  of y1  + 1 affinely independent points ~1,  . . . , u,,+I  in Bf  such
that x t conv{uI  , . . , u,,+I  }. Assume, without loss of generality, that (~1, . . . , uk+l} is
the minima1 subset  of (~1,.  . . ,u,+I}  such that x E conv{uI,.  . ,zQ+~,s}.  If k = 0, then
x = ~1  E Bf, whence R(x,  s) c  S and we are done.  Let thus k > 1. If s  E aff{ul,  . . , uk+l},
i.e. dim aff{  u,,  . . , uk+l  , s} = k, then Carathéodory’s theorem in Rh and the minimality of
{Ul,. . . , u~+~}wouldimplyx~relintconv{u~,...,z~~+~)~conv{~~,...,~~+~,~}=~~~,
conv({UI,...,Uk+~,s}N {uI}),  whence x E conv((u1,.  . , uk+l, s}  - {u,,}) for some index
1 <i~<k+l,contradictorytothechoiceof{u,,...,u~+,}.Hence,s~aff{u~,...,u~+~}.
Now observe that BF C Si for every z E S, SO that x E n,,,  convBt  2 niET  conv&,  where
T stands for Df’ regS  or Dn  sphS,  respectively. But, by [9,  Th. 3.11, nzET conv&  = kerS,
i.e. x E kerS and S is starshaped relative to x. In particular,  [x, s] C S and it remains to show
that R(x,  s) - [x, s] c  S. Since D is a relatively open subset  of S and s  t  D, Lemmas 2.2
and 2.3 imply that in any case s  cannot be a relative botindary  point of S n R(x,  s). Suppose
that R(x,  s) g  S and let v be the point of R(x,  s) - [x, s] closest  to s  for which [s, v] C S.
Points x, s,  U,  are noncollinear for each  1 < i < k + 1, SO that Lemma 2.4 and the closedness
of S imply that clconv([s, v] U R(u,,  s) - [u,,  s)) 2 S for i = 1,. . . , k + 1. Denote  by
R,  = v - U,  + R(u,,  s) a closed halfline parallel to R(u,,  s) emanating from v via S. It must be
v t ICS, since  otherwise v E D and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 would contradict the choice of v. By
[22, Th. 1 .S],  we can identify G = aff{ul,  . . , ZQ+~,  v} with Rk+‘.  Since v is a G- IC  point of
S, one  can choose  a closed nondegenerate ball B in G centered at v such that S n B is convex
andse??.  Denoting[v,r,]=BnR,fori=  l,...,k+l,wehaveconv{rl,...,rk+~,v}  CS,
whence easily [v, VO] C S, where {vo}  = (xs)n  aff{rl,  . . , rk+l},  VO  E  R(s,  v) - [s, v],
contradictory to the choice of v. Hence, R(x,  s) 5 S, as  desired. Consequently, x E n:,, BZ.
Now choose  any point c in S, c #  x, to prove that R(x,  c) c  S. We already know that x E kerS,
SO that in particular [x) c] 2 S. By [9,  Lemma 2.91  (cf. [7,  Lemma 2.3]), [c, s]  c  S for some
lnc point q of S. If 9 = x, then as  established above,  points of D n (c, q) #  0 are R -visible
from x via S, SO that R(x,  c) c  S, as required. Thus let q #  x. We know that R(x,  q) c  S.
Suppose, to reach  a contradiction, that x E ICS  and let qo  E (x, q] be an lnc point of S closest  to
x. But R(x,  t) c S for al1 points t E D, in other words 40 is clearly R-visible from x via S. But
[x, qo)  c ICS, SO that by [7,  Lemma 2.21, it must be qo  t ICS, a contradiction. Consequently,
x E 1ncS  and again  points of D n (c,  x) #  0 are R-visible from x via S, implying R(x,  c) &  S, as
desired. Hence, x E ker$?  and ntED convBy  c  ker$S c  nZ,,  BR C nzED  convBR  implying
(2).
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The proof is complete.
Theorem 3.2. Jf S is a connected subset  of a topologica1 linear space L with slncS nonempty,
then
n affA;’ C qker,J (3)
?E\hCS
a n d
n affAF”  C qker,,S
2Emlnc.T
(3’)
Proof. Since slncS c  mlncS, we have  mlncS #  .@  and it is enough to justify the inclusion
(3). Select any point x E nzE5,ncS  aff$‘. The argument proceeds in three steps.
Firstly, we show that R(x,  y) & slncS for every slnc  point of S different from x. B y
assumption, x E afu;‘, SO in virtue  of [7,  Lemma 2.11, there  is a finite subset  K &  AP”  of
affinely independent points such that x E affK.  By Lemma 2.6, y E re1 int (slncSn  aff(KU {y}).
Since x E affK,  this implies that y  E re1 int (slncS f’ R”(x, y)). Hence,  the set of strong loca1
nonconvexity points of S is open in R”(x,  y). But as closed in cl&  slncS is also closed in
R”(x,  y),  whence R(x,  y) C slncS,  as desired.
Secondly, we select a point b of S different from x to show that, for b E intS,  b is visible
via S from x and, for (x, b] é S, b is a limit of points of S visible via S from x. In other
words, we claim that x E qkerS.  Reca11 that qkerRoS  c  qkerS.  By [ 11, Lemma 2.11,  slncSn
clS/,  #  .@.  Select a point d E slncSn  cl&,. For x #  d, it follows from the first step above
that R(x,  d) c slncS.  Now select an arbitrary point t E [d,x].  Since t E slncS,  we have  x E
affAp”  and, by [7,  Lemma 2.11, there  exists a smallest finite subset  of affinely independent
points in AF”  containing x in its affine hull. For each  t E [d, x], fix exactly one  (n, + 1) -tuple
(U1.h  . . . , &,,t, U,)  consisting of n, affinely independent points ~11 I,  . . . , u,,,~  in AF”  containing
x in its affine hull and a neighbourhood U, of t such that each  point of S n U, is clearly
Ro-visible  from UI,~,  . . , u,,,~ via S. Since [d,x]  is compact, it can be covered  by finitely
many sets U,G = l,..., k), tl E [d,x].  $, U, is an open set containing [d,x],  SO that,
by [22, Th. 1 .lO], there  exists a starshaped neighbourhood V of the origin  in L such that
[4x1  + V C  & Ut,. S’mce d E cl&,,  there  is a point g E S,,  n (d + V).  If g = x, then
[x, b] c S and the.argument is finished, SO that let g #  x. We claim that (x, g] c  S. By
construction, g E d + V c Ut,,  for some 1 < ja < k, tu”  E [d, x], SO that Lemma 2.7 implies
that [g,  x) n (d  + V)  C S. Suppose thus that (x, g] p  S and let h be a point in [g, x) closest
to x such that [g,  h) c S. Obviously, h E [d,x]  + V c U:=t  U,,,  SO that h E  U,,,,  for some
index 1 < m < k which means that h is clearly Ro-visible  via S from u],~,,,  , . . . , u,,,~~~,~,,,  via S
and x E aff{ut,, ,,,, . . . , u~,,,~,}  C affAi’. T he si uation considered in Lemma 2.7 arises andt
we conclude that h E re1 int(S n R’(x, g)), contradictory to the choice of h. Consequently,
(x, g] c  S. If points 6,  g,x are collinear, then easily (x, b] C S and the argument is finished,
SO that in the sequel  let 6,  g, x be noncollinear. Suppose first that b E intS.  Then there  is a
point 6’  E R(g,  b) N [g, b] such that (x, g] U [g, b’] c S and Lemma 2.8 implies that (x, b] c
conv((x, g] U [g, b’)) c S, as required. If (x, b] g  S, then still (x, g] U [g, b] c S and again
by Lemma 2.8, conv((x, g] U [g, b)) C S, i.e.  al1  points of [g,  b) are visible via S from x. If
x = d,  then x E affAt’,  SO that we can select a smallest finite subset  of affìnely  independent
points ui .h,  . . . , u,~~,,  in AI” and a starshaped neighbourhood U., of x such that each  point of
S f’ U,, is clearly R” -visible  via S from ui..Ji = 1,. . . , n,). We select a point g E S,,  n U,Y.
Then Lemma 2.7 implies that (x, gJ  U [g,  h] c  S and the argument proceeds as  above.  Hence,
the s tep two of  the proof  is  f inished.
Thirdly, we prove that x t Afio, i.e.  x is clearly Ro-visible  from itself via S. Since
slncS  #  M  by assumption, the first step above  implies easily that x E slncS,  whence x E
affA*‘. By 17, Lemma 2. I],  there  is a smallest subset  of n  + 1 affinely independent points
Cll,. .  .  >u,,+t  in A(”  such that x E aff{ut,.  . . ,u,l+i}. If x coincides  with one  of points
Ldf(i  = 1,  . . . , n + l), then obviously x E Af” , SO that suppose further that x @  {U  i , . . . , CL,$+  r },
whence n  > 1. By Lemma 2.6, x E re1 int (slncSn aff{  ui , . . . , u,,+~  }) c  slncS. Let N
be a closed starshaped neighbourhood of x in L such that each  point of S n N is clearly
Ro-visible  via S from ~1,. . . , u,,+I. Select any point h  E S n N, h  #  x, to show that
R’(x,h)  & S .  O f  course,  (~1,.  .  ,L(,~+I}  C Ah” , SO that Lemma 2.7 implies that b E
re1 int(S  n R’(x,  h)). Immediately also h  E slncS.  An easy application of Lemma 2.7 gives
next R”(x,  h) n N c S. Consider first the case b E (xui ). Suppose that R”(x,  h) é  S and let
(x, c) be a largest open line  segment in S n R”(x,  h). As observed in the first step, c E slncS,
whence x E affA:’ - {c}  #  0. Then however, by Lemma 2.7, c E re1 int(S n R”(x,  I7)),
contradictory to the choice of (x, c). Consequently, R’(x, b)  & S and we are done.  Hence
in the sequel  let b +Y!  (xui).  Since (x, h] C S is clearly R” -visible from ~1 via S, we have
conv(R”(ui  ,x)  U (x,  b]) - R’(ul ,x)  c  S. Let us  identify, by [22, Th. I .S],  aff{x,  ui (h}  in
the topology induced  from L with R’ and deline  a subset  K of R”(x,  ui) as  follows. A point
vv  belongs to K if and only if there  is in S n (xcI~)~,  a relatively open haltball centered at PV.
Obviously, (x, ui) c  K and K is open in R”(x,  ~1).  TO prove that K is closed in R”(x)  ~1)  select
any point y E  clKn(R”(x, ui) - (x, ~1)).  We know that q E slncS,  SO thatx E ;IffAt’  and, again
by [7,  Lemma 2.11,  there  is a smallest subset  of m+ 1 affinely independent points ~1, . , v,,,+  i
in Az” such that x E uff{  vi, . . . , v,,,+  i }. Thus there  exists in L a neighbourhood M  of q such
that al1  points of S n M  are R” -visible  via S from ~1, , v,,+  1. Let us  select a relatively open
ball B, in Mnaff{x,  ~1,  h} centered at 4 such that x @  CIR,.  Since q E clK, there  exists a point
M;  E K together with a relatively open halfball Q,,.  C Sr?  (xuI)~.  Say, QiV  C B,. For each  point
d E  BJ’cl(SnB,),  we have  {vi,.  . . , v,+~} C Afo, SO that  x E affA:’  and an easy application
of Lemma 2.7 yields B, 0 UdEL),, R”(x,  d) c S, whence q E K, as  desired. Thus K is nonempty,
simultaneously open and closed in R’(x, ur), implying K = R”(x,  ~1).  Now select arbitrarily
a point Y t  R”(x,  UI) - (x, ui]. Since [ui, Y]  c  K is compact, an easy argument reveals that
there  exists a point t E (~1,  h) such that conv((ur  , t]  U [t, Y)) c  S. The situation described in
Lemma 2.8 arises and an easy reasoning yields conv(R”(ui,  h) U R”(r,  ~1))  - R”(r,  ~11)  c S.
Since Y has been chosen arbitrarily in R’(x, ~1) - (x, u  i 1 , we conclude that (XLI~ )I,  C S, SO
that R’(x, h)  C S. Since h has been chosen arbitrarily in S n N, we conclude that x E Ai’, as
required.
Finally,  s teps two and three of  the argument imply that  every interior poin t  of  S  i s  Ro-visible
via S from x and that every point of S which is not Ro-  visible via S from n is a limit of points
R” -visible  via S from x. This means that x E qker&  which completes  the proof.
Easy planar examples reveal that in general the inclusion (3) or (3’) cannot be replaced by
the equality. This is however possible if S is open as  the following corollary  shows.
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Corollary 3.3. If S is  un open connected nonconvex suhset  o f  a  rea1  topologica1 l inear space
L,  then
qker,,S  =  n  At”  = n  convA;’  = n  affA;’ (4)
Proof. By a variant of Tietze’s theorem [lo,  Cor. 2.31, slncS  #  0. Since  S is open,
the sequence  of inclusions  qker&  C &slncSA~O  C  nzEslncS  convA:*  c  nZEslncS  aff4:’  is
clear.  On the other hand, if x E ncEslncS affAf’,  then in view of (3), x E qkerRoS  and (4) is
establ ished.
4. COMBINATORIAL RESULTS
Here, a combination of Helly-type theorems with geometrie formulae derived in the pre-
ceding section will produce a variety of Krasnosel’skii-type criteria  for cones.
Corollary 4.1. Let S be u proper  closed locully  compact subset  of a  rea1  normed linear space
X(dimX  > 2) and 1 < c 5  dimX u  nuturul  numbev.  Then codim kerR  5 c if and only  if
every c + 1 or fewer regulur points of S are R-visible via  S,from euch point ofa  common
c- codimensional subset  of S. If S is u  proper  closed set und X is u uniformly  convex and
umformly smooth rea1  Bunuch space, then this holds true with regulur points replaced by
spherical  points  of  S.
Proof. The necessity  of the condition is obvious. TO establish its sufficiency, consider  the
nonempty family of flats C = {cl affBF  : z E regS}.  If al1 flats in C coincide with X, then
(1) implies that S > kerRS  = nztregS cl affBf z X, a contradiction. Hence,  g = max,,g{
codimg} > 0 and, by the imposed condition, every c + 1 > c - g + 2 or fewer members
of C have  a nonempty intersection of codimension at most c. Hence,  by Lemma 2.1 and
the formula (l), codim ker$  = codimn,,g g  5 c, as  required. The proof of the parallel
statement for  spherical  points  of  S proceeds in the same  way.
Corollary 4.2. Let S be u connected subset  of u  complete separable metric  linear space
with slncS  nonempty und o(  a  curdinul number  If  affAF”  is  closedfor every z E  slncS,  then
dim qkerRoS  > 01  provided every countuble subset  of slncS  is clearly R” -visible  via S from
each  poin t  of  a common a -dimensiona1 subset  of  clS.
Proof. By assumption, every countable subfamily of the family ?f = {affAF’  : 2 E slncS}
has at least an a-dimensiona1 intersection and each  member of Fl is closed, SO that, in virtue
of an infinite-dimensiona1 version  of Helly’s theorem [17, 1.8],[16, Th. 4.11, there  exists a
countable subset  C of slncS  such that dim~zEs,ncS  affA5’  = dimnZEc  affAf’ 2 E, as  desired.
Corollary 4.3. Let S be u connected subset  of u  rea1  topologica1 lineur space L(dimL  > 2)
with slncS  nonempty, und 1 5 c < dimL a natura1 number:  Then codim qkerRoS  2  cprovided
every c + 1 orfewer slnc  points of S are  cleurly Ra-visible  via Sfrom euch point of u  common
c-codimensionul  subset  qf clS.  If L is j ìn i te  dimensionul ,  then the  number c+  1 can be repluced
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by c for a stronger  result.
If S is  a  proper  subset  oj’L,  then thejìrst  statement holds with ker&  clear R-visibility and
bdry  points  in  piace  o f  qkerKoS,  clear Ra-visibility  and slnc  points,  respectively.
Proof. The argument in the infinite-dimensiona1 case proceeds as in Corollary 4.1. If L
is finite dimensional, then, by [22,  Th. 1.81, it can be given a topology in which it is
topologically isomorphic to Rd. Then by Lemma 2.10, g = maxftx{codimf}  > 2, where
‘K  = {affAf’ : z E slncS}.  If every c > c - g + 2 or fewer members of ti have  a nonempty
intersection of codimension at most c, then Lemma 2.1 and the formula (3) yield the required
inequality codim qkerRoS  < c.
If S is a proper  subset  of L, then, by [7,Th.3.1  (l)], kerRS  = nzEbdryS  affAf  and the argument
is as in Corollary 4.1.
The proof is complete.
The proof of the following fina1 theorem focuses most of results of this paper and shows
that the combinatoria1 constant  in Corollary 4.3 is not optimal. For S closed, connected and
nonconvex it yields immediately [3,  Th. 1.31, [6].
Theorem 4.4. Let S be a  connected set in R”  with 1ncS  nonempty. If every two lnc  points of S
are clearly Ra-visible  via S  from a common point  of  clS,  then S  is  a quasi-cone. In particular;
th i s  ho lds  for  un  open connected nonconvex set S  in  R3.
Proof. The argument employs the idea of [6],  where the case of S closed has been considered,
but is technically more complicated.  Let us consider  the first statement. If there  is an  lnc point
s  of S for which Af”  is a single point p, then, by the imposed combinatoria1 condition, al1 Inc
points of S are clearly R” -visible from p via S, SO that Theorem 3.2 implies that p E qker&j,
i.e. S is a quasi-cone  with apex p. Suppose in the sequel  that A, Ro is one-  or two-dimensiona1
for every s  E 1ncS.  In view of Lemma 2.9, Af” cannot be three-dimensional. Select any lnc
point q of S for which dimA,R0 = 1 and choose  arbitrarily distinct points U,  v E Ata to show
that [u,  91  c  1ncS  and dimA~’  = 1 for al1 z E [u,  q].
Firstly, suppose that q $ affAf’. Let B, be a closed nondegenerate ball with center at q
which is disjoint from aff4:’ and such that each  point of S n Bq is clearly R” -visible via S
from both u  and v. By combinatoria1 condition, each  lnc point of S is clearly Ro -visible via
S from some point of (UV), SO that, by Lemma 2.11, conv(R’(u, t) U R’(v, t)) c  S for every
point t E S n B4. Easily, no points of re1 bdry(S n (uvt)) are present in B4 n (uvt),  whence
B, n (uvt) c S. Let H and H’ be open halfspaces determined by (uvq) in R”. We claim that q
is an  H-lnc or H’-lnc point of S. Suppose not, i.e. q is both an  H-lc and an  Hl-lnc point of S.
Since  q E lncS,  and the condition S n By n (uvq) #  D implies E4 n (uvq) & S, there  must be a
sequence  {qn}rz,  of pairwise distinct points in S n É4 h  (uvq) convergent  to q. Easily, such
a sequence  must exist in at least one  of halfspaces H, H’. If, for example, {qn},yE,  & H, then,
since  q is an H -IC point of S, conv(urz,JBq  n (uvq,))) c S for some index no  >  1, hence  S
contains some open halfbal l  in  H centered at q. For  q to be an  lnc point  of  S, i t  i s  necessary  that
such a sequence  exist in H’ too, whence for some open ball D,  centered at q, D,  N  (uvq) c  S
and S n D,  n (uvq) = 0. Then however the clear R” -visibility of q from u  via S implies that
q is clearly R” -visible  via S from each  point of [u,  q),  whence dim$’  = 2, a contradiction.
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Hence, assume further that 4 is an H -1nc  point of S. A small variation of Lemma 2.5 (cf.
13, Lemma 2.41)  shows that 4 cannot be the limit point of H- IC  points of S lying on [u,  ~1,
i.e.  BL, n [u,  q] does not contain  H-IC  points of S. Let r E [u,  y)  be the point closest  to u
such that [ I^,  qJ  consists exclusively of H-lnc points of S. Suppose, to reach  a contradiction,
that r #  CI.  There  exists a sequence  {ril},p=,  C:  [u,  r] of H-IC  points of S convergent  to Y.
By combinatoria1 condition, r is clearly Ro-visible  via S from some point w E Ata. Again,
by Lemma 2.5, vv  #  U.  Since dimA;’ ) 1, there  is another point x E AF” different from
1~‘. Let 3,. be a closed nondegenerate hall with centre  at r such that B,.  n (UV) = 0,  B,.  2
conv(B, U {u}) a nd each  point of S n B, is clearly Ro -visible  from x and w via S. If x @  (mq),
then the condition B,.  n (uvq,,)q,,  C S implies Y EintS C ICS, a contradiction. Hence, x E (mq).
Next, let x @  (rn>).  By Lemma 2.5, x @  (UT).  Diminishing, if necessary,  B,~,  we can assume
for the moment that x $ B,.. Let r,,  be a point on [u, rl  sufficiently close  to r such that R’(x,  r,,)
and R’(w, r) intersect  inside B,.. The argument as in [3,  Lemma 2.41,  [7,  Lemma 2.21  reveals
that al1 points of R(x, r,,) n B, are H-IC  points of S and, furthermore, that I is an H-IC  point of
S too, a contradiction. Hence, x E (~71’).  Let first x = r,  i.e. I is clearly Ro-visible  from itself
via S. Since B,. n (mq,,) & S for n  = 1,2, converges  to B,.  n (mq),  immediately H C S, an
easy contradiction with the fact  that y  is an H-lnc point of S. SO x E (71~)  - {r, w}.  Again,
let  x $ B,. Select an arbitrary point a t  S n B,~ - (rw).  It  is easily seen that there  are no
relative boundary points in S n B,.f?  re1  int(rw),,,  whence B,.  n R’(r,  LZ)  C S. Together with
B,.  n (mq,?) c S, this implies that B, n H c  S, i.e. r is an H- IC  point of S, a contradiction.
Consequently, [u,  q] consists exclusively of H-lnc points of S. An appropriate part of the
above  argument can be repeated to show that dimA, ‘” = 1 for z E (u,  q). This in turn implies
that dimAR = 1 for al1 z E [cr,  q].
Secondly, suppose that q E affAf”  and let, for example, u  #  q. By Corollary 2.12,
Lu,  q)  C “i(‘> SO that one  can assume without loss of generality that v E (CI,  q). Let Br, be
a closed nondegenerate hall  with center at q not containing points ~1, v  and such that each
point of S n B, is clearly Ro-visible  via S from u  and v. Denote  by r E [u,  qj an lnc point
of S lying farthest from q and such that [q, r] c 1ncS.  By Lemma 2.5, r #  q. Suppose, to
rcach a contradiction, that r #  CI.  By the imposed combinatoria1 condition, q and r art  clcarly
Ro-visible  via S from some point J‘  E (UV). Since r E 1ncS  is the limit point of a set (r, u]n ICS,
Lemma 2.5 implies that it must be y  = r,  i.e. r is clearly Ro-visible  from itself via S. Since
dimAr  > 1, r is clearly Ro-visible  also from some point M:  #  r which, again  by Lemma 2.5,
does  not  l ie  on  ( UV).  Now let H and H’ be open halfspaces determined by (uvw)  in  R”. Suppose
that there  is a point z E Sr& - (UV). It is clear that there  are no relative boundary points of S in
&,n  re1 int(uv&  whence B,n  re1  int(uv& 2 S. Since q E IncS,  there  are points a, 17 E S n Bq
such that [a,  b] g  S. If a, h  lay in distinct halfspaces, then according  to the observation made,
conv( { u} U (B,n  re1 int(uva),))  c  S and conv({  u} U (B,n  re1  int(uvh),,))  c  S, SO that the clear
Ro -visiblity of r from r and w via S would yield H U H’ & S. Now if S fì Bq n (uvw)  = 0,
then easily q is clearly Ro-visible  via S from any point of (uv~v),  SO that dimA:’  = 2 which
is contradictory. On the other hand, if S n BL, n (uvw)  #  0,  then an easy argument yields
S = R3,  a contradiction. Hence, suppose that, e.g.,  a, b E clH. If a,  b E H, then as above
[a,  b] C H c S, a contradiction. If u,  b E clH - H, then easily [a,  b] c (uvw) 2 S, a
contradiction. If,e.g., a E H and b E clH - H, then H C S and (uvw) C S, whence again
a contradiction. We conclude that r = U,  i.e.  [u,q] c lncS,  as desired. Now fix any point
za E (u,  q) to show that the assumption din$,,RO  = 2 leads a contradiction. Applying Lemma
2.5 in the same  way as  in Lemma 2.6, we obtain that there  exists a closed nondegenerate ball
&, centered at zo  such that &,,  - affA:P C S and B,, f7  affAG,’  CN S. Assume that (uq)  g
affAg’.  Since zu  E IncS,  the combinatoria1 condition imposed on S implies that q  and ~(1  are
clearly Ro-visible  via S from some point t E (uq). If t #  ~0,  then immediately ~0  E intS,  a
contradiction. If t = ~0,  then immediately q E intS,  again  a contradiction. Hence, it must
be (uq) c afa:,“.  Denote  Z = {z E (u,q)  : dimA~’  = 2 and affAF”  E affAt’}.  By above
assumption and discussion,  Z is  nonempty and relat ively open in (M,  q).  Let h  be a point  of  clZ
lying closest  to q. It may happen that h  = q. Of course,  h  E 1ncS.  Assume first that h  = q.
Since q is clearly Ro-visible  via S from u  and q E clZ,  easily there  is a closed nondegenerate
ball Bq centered at q such that u  @  B,, Sn  B, = B, - afl$’  and each  point of S n B, is clearly
Ro-visible  from u  via S. Then however it is easily seen that each  point in (u,  q) has a small
relatively open neighbourhood in affAt,’  from every point of which q is clearly Ro-visible,
i e dimAR = 2, a contradiction. Hence, it must be h  #  q. Since h  E clZ,  it is clear that. . ?O
Aho  C: affAi)‘. An easy argument reveals that Ah” C Afo  #  0. If there  is a point of Ato
on (uq) beyond h, then we conclude as  just above  that dimAh  = 2 and affAh”  E affAl)‘,
i.e.  h 6 Z, a contradiction. Hence, h  E Afo, i.e. k is clearly Ro-visible  from itself via S.
Besides, there  is another point y E Af” - (uq) i affAg’.  If there  were points of S in affA:]’
sufficiently close  to q, then the conditions u  t  Ata, h,y E Af”  would imply affA:P  C S, a
contradiction. Hence, there  is some closed nondegenerate circle C, i affAt,’  - S, centered
at q and U,  h  +!  C,. Let Bq be a closed nondegenerate ball centered at q such that each  point of
S n RY  is clearly Ro-visible  via S from u  and v and u, v, h $ B, and B,f’  affA:P  c  C,. Since
q E lncS,  there  are points n,  b E S f’ B, with [a,  b] g  S. By established above,  a, b $ affAEjo.
By Lemma 2.6, B,n  re1  int(uv), c  S and p,n  re1 int(uv)b  c  S. If b E (uvy),,  then these
two inclusions  together with u  E Afo,  y E Ah”  and 12 E Af”  imply [a,  b] c int(uvy)U  c  S,
a contradiction. If b $ (~vy)~~,  then the same  reasoning implies By N (~vy)  c  S, whence
C, &- S yields dnn.4~’  = 2, again  a con tradict ion. Hence, the initial assumption about the
existence of zu  E (u,  q) with dimAlK”  = 2 is contradictory, SO that for al1 z t  (M,  q]  we have
dimA!’ = 1.  If dimAR = 2, then also dimA!’  = 2 for al1 z in some neighbourhood of U,  au
contradiction. Hence, moreover, dimAfl’  = 11  as  desired.
Now we are ready to finish the proof. By Lemma 2.10, fix in clS an lnc point q of S for
which A,Ro is one-dimensional.  If q’ is another lnc point of S for which dimA:,’ = 1, then,
by assumption, there  is a point t E Az” U Af,‘.  It follows from the above  discussion that
[q,  t] U [t, q’] c 1ncS  and dimA; RO  = 1 for every z E [q, t]  U [t, q’]. Consider a mapping
[q,  t]  U [t, q’] 3 z H affAf’.  As easily seen, it is locally constant  on [q,  t]  U [t, q’],  whence
al1 affAF’  coincide for al1 z E [q, t] U [t, q’]. In particular,  affa’,’ G afl$‘.  Now select an
arbitrary point g E 1ncS  for which dimA,RO  = 2 if it existx at ali, and let pi ,p2,p3 E ARo
for al1  lnc points z in some relative neighbourhood of g in @QQ~).  Let Ecq denote  a closed
nondegenerate ball centered at g such that for each  lnc point z in ZR  n @i~zRs),  dimA:’  = 2.
Then, the argument in Lemma 2.10 implies that E8 n (~~11)~s)  CN Sn 1ncS  and for every
z E intBg  n @ip2p3)  there  is a closed nondegenerate hall  BZ  c B, centered at z such that
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E, - @lp2p3)  2 S. Now if there  were no lnc points z of S in (pipz~s) for which ARo  is
one-dimensional,  then this would contradict the connectedness of S, because (plp~3)  CN S,
as in Lemma 2.10. Hence, there  must be an lnc point Y in @,RQ~) for which dimA:’  = 1 and
since  the set of such points r is closed in (plp2p3),  let r be chosen closest  to S. Then [g,  r) c  S
and for any z E [s,  r), dimA~’  = 2. Again  con sider  the mapping [g,  r) 3 z H affAF’.  As
easily seen,  it is locally constant on [g, r), whence al1  affAz”  coincide for al1 z E [g,  r),  i.e.
affAi’ = aff$‘.  Now let k;,  k2  E Afo  be affinely independent points. Of course,  kl,  k2  E
affAi’, i . e .  affAF”  c  affAf’.  B u t  affAf’ = affAt’, by what has been established above.
Consequently, affAf’ C nctlncS affAF’,  SO that by Theorem 3.2, affAt”  C qker&Y #  G??,  i.e.
S is a quasi-cone,  as desired.
5. REMARKS
Let us consider the set SI = {(x,p,z)  : x > 0,y  > 0,~ > 0) U {(l,y,O)  : y < 0} C R’.
It is not a cone,  i.e. kerRS1  = 0,  while, for D = SI n B((1, 0, 0), e)  with i > c > 0, we
have  fl;ED aw = n:ED”rcgS, affRf = (l,O,  0), SO that neither the formula (1) can be
strengthened by restr ict ing the family of intersecting flats  nor the formula (2) can be extended
to the intersection of f lats (cf.  [7,Th.3. l]),  and thus produce an analogue of a formula exist ing
for the kernel of a starshaped set [20, Th. 11,  [9,  Th. 3.11.
Next, consider the set S2  = {(x, 0) : x > 0) U {(x, y) : 0 > x > - 1 } c  R* and
D = S2  f’ B((O,O),  e)  with i > c > 0. Every 3 regular points of D are R- visible from a
common point via S2, yet S2  is not a cone.  This shows that in Corollary 4.1 the combinatoria1
condition has to be applied to the whole set and not to a vicinity  containing its lnc points to
ensure that  i t  is  a  cone.
In this paper, sequel  to [3]-[7], we continue to study combinatoria1 characterizations of
cones  involving concepts of R-visibility and clear R-visibility. As for Krasnosel’skii-type
theorems for starshaped sets [2],  [ 12, E2] certain  intersection formulae [4,  Th. 2.2],[7,  Th.
3.11  representing the R-kernel of a set S as the intersection of a family of llats  associated  with
selected boundary points of S play the key role. The rest is, to some extent, an application
of a variant of Helly’s theorem for flats formulated in general form in Lemma 2.1. The only
thing which remains to be done  is to eventually diminish the combinatoria1 constant c + 1
appearing in Corollary 4.3. In the finite-dimensiona1 setting, as [5]  and Corollary 4.3 show,
it can be replaced by c for a broad classes  of sets S. Nevertheless, the constant c is not
optimal even in R3.  Since  the arguments in the finite-dimensiona1 setting proceed essentially
by induction on the dimension of the surrounding space, they cannot be directly adapted to
the case of infinite-dimensiona1 topologica1 linear spaces.  Let us illustrate these  difficulties
in more detail.
Suppose for simplicity that S is a nonempty closed subset  of L, S #  L, and let q be a
boundary point of S. We saw above  that estimating codimA: is one  of crucial  steps in finding
the combinatoria1 constant in Corollary 4.3. As a starting point, it would be good even to
have  the inequality codimA: > 1 or, somewhat stronger, codim(Aq  U {q}) > 1. With hope
for a contradiction, assume that codim(At U {q}) = 0 or, equivalently, aff(Af U {q}) = L.
Consider in L any finite-dimensiona1 flat 3 through q, dim$  > 1. Hence, 3 C: aff(Af U {q})
and [7,Lemma  2.11  implies easily that 3 C aff{yl  , . . . , yd,  q}, where {yi  , . . . , yd,  q} is a subset
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of affinely independent points ofA:  U {q}. By [22,Th.  1.81,  aff{yi  , . . , yd,  q} can be identified
with Rd and [3,Lemma  2.81  implies further that q E re1  int(Sn aff{yi , . . . , yd,  q}), SO that, in
particular, q E re1 int(S  n 5). Hence,  the boundary point q of S is an interior point of S
relat ive to any f ini te-dimensiona1 f lat  in L through q. If L i t se l f  i s  f in i te  dimensional ,  then this
already leads to a contradiction (cf. [3,Cor.2.9])  and one  would like to have  examples of some
particular infinite-dimensiona1 topologica1 linear spaces  L in which this idea works similarly.
A tempting example is a rea1 linear space C endowed with the topology ofjinitely open sets
r in which open is exactly this set whose intersection with every finite-dimensiona1 flat 5 is
open in the natura1 topology of  5 [ 15],[ 11.  I t  has been known for a long t ime that  -r  t ransforms
C into a topologica1 linear space L if and only if C is countable dimensiona1 [ 151  (cf. also [ 11,
where this has been reestablished), and in the latter case r coincides  with the finest  locally
convex topology on C. Unfortunately, even in case of such L we cannot  claim that  condit ions
q E bdryS  and q E re1 int(S  n 3) for every finite-dimensiona1 flat 3 through q are mutually
exclusive, as an introductory counterexample in [ 151  reveals. Observe, however, that any
other combinatoria1 condition, e.g.,  with the number 2 instead of c + 1, imposes its own
restrictions on the geometry of S, independent of those resulting from estimates of codimA:.
Both these  factors will surely interplay in any possible improvement of Corollary 4.3.
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